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Cons ide r a finite fa mil y of continuous self·mappings of a topological space X , with a common 
fi xed point. S uppose that for each member of the family , X has a metri c for which tha t me mber is a 
co ntrac tion. II is s hown th at if the fa mily is commutative, then X has a metri c under whic h all members 
a re (s imultaneous ly) contractions. Addition al hypotheses are given whic h ensu re the sam e conclus ion 
in the nonco m muta ti ve case. 
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1. Introduction 

Thi s pape r deals with co ntinuous self-mappings of a metri zable to pological s pace X. S uch a 
mapfis a (p , A)-contraction if AE(O, 1), p is so me metri c on X , and 

p(fx, fy ) ~ Ap(X, y ) (all x , yEX ). (1.1) 

We term fco ntractifiable if an appropri ate metrization of X makes it a contraction, i. e., if th ere 
exi sts a pair (p , A) s uch th at f is a (p , A)-contrac ti on. 

Ba nach's Co ntrac tion Theo re m asserts th at if f is a (p , A) -contrac tion for so me complete 
metri c 2 p a nd some A, the n the re is a point ~EX a nd a n ope n neighborh ood U of ~ s uch th at 3 

(1.2) 

(all xEX) , (1.3) 

/,,( U) ~ {no (1.4) 

The explicit meanin g of (1.4) is that for each neighborhood V of ~, th e re is a n n (V) > 0 s uch that 
fl/(U) C V for all n ~ n(V). 

In a previous paper,4 to be referred to as CONVERSE, the second author proved a con ve rse 
result: Iff sati sfi es (1.2) - (1.4) for some ~EX and some ope n neighborhood U of ~ , thenfi s contracti
fiable . [Moreover , the " contraction constant" A can be s pecified to be an y assigned me mber 
of (0,1 ), a nd the "contractifying" metri c p can be chosen complete if X admits a complete metri c.] 
Interes t in suc h converses s te ms from situations in which one would like to apply the Co ntraction 
Theore m to the s tud y of so me ite rative numerical process, but encounters difficult y beca use for 
all AE(O , 1) , th e associat ed mappin g fail s to satisfy (1.1) for the metri c initially co nsi de red. 

Our purpose in the present paper is to exte nd this conve rse res ult to the "simultaneo us 
(;ontrac(ihcation " of a famity 6 of maps. We will call such a family simultaneously contractifiable 

1 Present address: IBM World T rade CorpOI"ation, 82 ] United Nations Plaza, New York , Ne w York . 10017. 

2 We call a metr ic p complete if (X . p) is a comple te metri c s pace. 
3 Ac tuall y (1.4) is not us ually c ited as a conclusion of Ihe Contrac tion Theorem. b ut is an easy consequence of (1 .1) and (1.2). 

"' P. R. Meyers. A Conve rse to Ba nach's Contrac tion Theore m. J. Res. Nat. Bur. S tand . (U.S.), 71B, (2&3) 73- 76 (1967). 
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if there is a single metric that "works" for all of them, i.e., if X admits a metric p under which all 
fEIT are contractions. If the associated Af can be chosen independent of f, we term IS uniformly 
contractifiable. 

It will be assumed throughout that the members of IS have a common fixed point f This is 
automatically the case, for example, in the frequently-encountered situations in which the mem
bers of IS commute. For a proof, recall that a contractifiable map f with at least one fixed point 
has a unique fixed point ~f. For commuting maps f and g, with respective unique fixed points 
gf and ~g, the relation 

identifies g(gf) as a fixed point of f, so that (by uniqueness) g(~f) =~f. Thus ~f is a fixed point of g, 
yielding the conclusion (~f= gg) of a common fixed point. 

For the simplest case, in which IS is finite and commuting, we can draw the strong conclusion 
that individual contractifiability of the members of IS implies simultaneous contractifiability ... in 
fact, uniform contractifiability . . . of the family. The following result will be proven in section 2: 

THEOREM 1: Let IS be a finite commuting family of continuous selfmappings of X which 
individually satisfy (1.2)-(1.4). Then IS is uniformly contractifiable. 

The following example will show both that the finiteness hypothesis cannot be omitted in 
Theorem 1, and that simultaneous contractifiability plus commutativity does not imply uniform 
contractifiability. Let X be the real line with the usual topology, and take IS to consist of the infinite 
family of maps 

f;(x) = (l-l/i)x (i= 1,2, ... )_ 

The members of this family commute, have ~=O as fixed point, and are all contractions under 
the standard metric on X. It is easily verified, however, that for no open neighborhood U of g does 

I"(U) ~ {g} uniformly in fEIS 

hold. Thus IS cannot be uniformly contractifiable, else the open unit ball around g in a suitable 
metric would have the property just displayed. 

Preparing to drop the commutativity hypothesis in Theorem 1, we define ISO to consist of the 
identity map of X, while IS" (n > 0) consists of all n-fold compositions of maps in IS. If IS, with 
common fixed point g, is to be uniformly contractifiable, then the following generalizations of 
(1.2)-(1.4) must hold: 

(1.2') 

(1.3') 

for all xEX, and 

IS"( U) = U {g( U) :gEIS"} ~ {~} (1.4' ) 

for some open neighborhood U of f It will be shown in section 2 that these necessary conditions, 
for the uniform contractifiability of IS, are also sufficient when IS is finite. In other words, the 
commutativity hypothesis in Theorem 1 can be dropped if the hypotheses (1.2)-(1.4), expressing 
the requirement that individual members of IS be contractifiable, are replaced by their "uniform 
in IS" versions (1.2' )-(1.4'). Thus we have: 
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THEOREM 2: Let ~ be a finit e family of continuous self-mappings of X, which satisfies (1.2') 
(1.4'). Then ~ is uniformly contractifiable. 

(S ince (1.2' )-(1.4') are obtain ed by systemati cally replacingf with IIr in (1.2)-(1.4), one mi ght 
expect that the same re place me nt would convert th e proof of the main theore m in CO VERSE 
into a proof of Th eorem 2. As will be seen, thi s is actu all y the case.) 

The unresolved proble m is thal of findin g appropriate additional hypotheses to e ns ure uniform 
contractifiability (or me rely simulta neou s contractifiability) , with or without commuta tivity, whe n ~ 
is infinite. 5 

2. Proofs of Theorems 

We first show that Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1. Let ~ = {fl , . . . ,J,,,} satisfy the hypotheses 
of Theorem 1. We shall prove that it also satisfies the hypotheses (1.3') and (1.4') of Theorem 2; 
satisfaction of (1.2') is immediate since commutativity implies commonness of the fixed point. 

As preparation , it will be shown that there is a n open neighborhood V of th e fixed point g 
such that 

IIr (V ) c V and (J"(V) ~ {g}. (2. 1) 

For thi s purpose, observe tha t for 1 ~ i ~ m there is an open ne ighborhood V; of g s uc h th at 
fl'(V; ) ~ {g}. LetI = nlnV; ; the n there are integers k(i ) ;:;: 1 s uc h th at!l'( V; ) C I for all n ;:;: k(i). 
Now se t 

where j(l) ... j(m ) ranges over all integer sequences with 0 ~ j( i) < k(i) for 1 ~ i ~ m . Sin ce 
V cI and 1Ir" (I ) ~ {g } , the second part of (2 .1 ) hold s. To prove that th e firs t part also holds, e.g. , 
that 11 (V ) c V , note th at 

follows when j(l ) < k(l) -1 fro m the consequence 

of the de finition of V, and follows when j(l) = k (1) -1 from the de finition of k( 1) as justifying 

To demonstrate that IIr = (flo .. . f,n) satisfies (1.3') and (1.4'), le t V be any open neighbor· 
hood of g. By (2.1), there is an integer K such that ~~. (V) c V for all k > K. Let N = mK + 1. For 
n ;:;: N, an arbitrary member g of {Yn can (by commutativity) be written in the form 

g = 110) i'j(lII) I; . .. Jm , (2.2) 

wh ere "i,;j(i) = n ;:;: N and thus max;j(i) > K. Since {Y is commutative, there is no loss of generality 
in assuming that the maximum occurs for i= 1. Then , since /;(V) cV for i > 1, we have 

g(V) Cji(I)(V) c v. 

:; Some parti al result s for the commutati ve case are given in the second author's manuscript . Contracti ve Semigrollps and U niform Asymptotic Stabilit y. presented 

at the 6/67 National SIAM Meeting. 
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This shows that (1.4')'1 holds. To verify (1.3'), note that for any XEX there is a k(x) such that ~k(xl C U. 
Let N' = m [K + k (x)] + 1. Then for n ~ N', an arbitrary gE~n can be written as (2.2) with max;j(i) 
> K+k(x). Assuming the maximum occurs for i=l, we have j(l) -k(x) > K and thus 

g(x) = j~(ll-k(xl ppl ... fiA'"lJf(xl(x) 

Ej,J(Jl - k(xljl2l ... !,!/ml(U) Cftl- k(xl(U) C V. 

This shows that (1.3') holds, completing the proof that Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1. 
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 2. Let ~ satisfy the hypotheses of this theorem. As a 

preliminary, it will be shown that the U in (1.4') can be assumed to obey 

~(U)cU. (2.3) 

For this purpose, begin with any U as in (1.4'). There is an N such that ~"(U) cU for all n ~ N. 
Let 

Then W is an open neighborhood of g, and Wc U so that W satisfies (1.4'). Moreover ~(W) C W, 
as can be seen by considering any jE6, any tdO, N-1], and any gE~(: thatj(W)Cg- J(U), i.e., 
gf(W) C U, follows for t < N -1 because of gfE I'St + I , and for t = N -1 because gf( W) C 6'" (U) C U. 
Replacing U by W, we can and will assume that the U of (1.4') satisfies ~ (U) cU. 

Choose any AE (0, 1) and let po be any metric on X, complete if X admits a complete metric. 
We will construct a metric p* on X, complete if po is, such that eachjE~ is a (p*, A}contraction.6 

The construction, which follows closely that in CONVERSE, has three stages. First comes the 
construction of a metric PM, complete if po is , with respect to which each fo'J is nonexpanding, 
in the sense that 

(aU x, yu). 

The second stage yields a fun ction d on X X X which has all the properties desired of p* except 
perhaps for satisfying the triangle inequality. This is corrected in the third stage, in which p* (x, y) 
is introduced as what might be called the "d·geodesic distance" between x and y. 

The first step is carried out by setting 

PM(X, y) = max {po(g(x) , g(y)) :gE U ~~"}. (2.4) 

That PH is a well-defined metric on X follows as in CONVERSE, and the nonexpansiveness asser
tion is obvious . Since po ~ P.l/ , any pwconvergent sequence is also po-convergent to the same 
limit, and a pwCauchy sequence is also po-Cauchy. Thus the topological equivalence of the two 
metrics, as well as the completeness of P.lI if po is complete , will follow once it is shown that for 
each xu and eac h 0 > 0, there is an YJ < ° such that 

Po(x, y) < YJ implies (2.5) 

To prove this, observe that (1.3') assures the finiteness of 

v(x) = min {n ~ o:~n(x) cU}. (2.6) 

Since ~"(xl(x) cU, continuity and the finiteness of ~ imply that for all small enough YJ > 0, 

On(X, y) < YJ implies (2.7) 

Ii The arbitrariness uf A, and th e a ssertion about completeness , make the result s somewhat s tronge r than was stated in sec tiun 1. 
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Moreover , (1.4') assures the existence of an N such that 

po-diam [{YlIl(U)] < 8 for m >N, (2_8) 

and co ntinuity and the finiteness of {Y imply that for small enough YJ , 

po(x, y) < 1) implies po(g(x), g(y» < 8 for (2.9) 

Suppose YJ is chosen so small that (2 .7) and (2.9) both apply. Consider any n and any gE~". 
It will be shown that 

po(g(x), g(y» < 8, (2.10) 

thus establishing (2.5). If n ";; N + v(x), then (2 .10) follows from (2.9). If n > N + v(x), write g=g2g, 
where g,E{yv(,,,) and EflE{y'" with m >N. By (2.6) and (2.7), g,(x) and g,(y) both lie in U, so that 
g(x) and g(y) both lie in g2 (U) C {Y1Il (U); now (2.10) follows from (2.8). 

To begin the second stage of the construction , let K" be the closure of {Y"( U) for n ~ 0 , and let 

The n {K,,}~ {~}, and since ~(U) C U, the sequence {K,,} is nonascending. Let n(O=oo , and 
for x ¥= ~ set 

n(x) = max {n:xEK,,} < 00; 

then n(x) ~ 0 for XEKo, while for XM - Ko, 

n(x) =-m in {k:~k(X) C Ko} < O. 

It is easily checked that 

n(j(x» ~ n(x) + 1 

so that the definitions 

c(x, y) = min {n(x), n(y)}; d(x, y) = AC(x, Y)pl/(x, y) 

imply that d has the desired property 

d(j(x), fry»~ ,,;; Ad(x, y) (x, yEX; fE~)-

For the third stage, denote by 2,XY the set of finit e chains axy= [x=xo, . .. , x,=y] between 
x and y, with associated lengths 

t 

L(uxy ) = 2: d(Xi - I, Xi), , 
and put 

p*(x, y) = inf {L(ax!l) : aXyE2,XY}' 

That p* has all the desired properties follows exactly as in CONVERSE, with sets Bv = X - f - v (U) 
of CONVERSE replaced by 

(Paper 73B4r-309) 
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